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In a recent and extremely insightful webinar, Gartner shared a few very interesting findings, that show
company’s approaches when it comes to investing in technology to support or enable the delivery of
(what they hope will be) superior customer experience.
Gartner says that in 2018…
Improved customer experience and loyalty is the top outcome for digital business transformation.
In a survey to CEOs, the answer to the question “What are the top three outcomes your organization
has already realized as a result of its digital business transformation?“, almost half of responses
mentioned improved interactions, thus loyalty with customers, and improved customer experience.
More than 80% of client calls to Gartner about CRM and CX applications are focused on a specific
business requirement for one department, and tend not to have the whole enterprise in scope.
Most of the market leading vendors claim to have a fully integrated CX platform, that can help
companies deliver a seamless customer experience. But the truth is those platforms are a mix of
various applications – in some cases even built in different technologies.
Different applications for eCommerce, Marketing, Sales, Customer Service, Field Service, Content, etc.
that aren’t joined up, don’t share channels (email, chat, web, phone, social) or analytics, and don’t
have out-of-the-box connectors to each other, thus require integration efforts.
That is not necessarily a bad thing. Gartner actually states that “No transformational customer
experience or CRM initiative succeeds using only one application“. Best-of-breed solutions for the
various areas have been developed and built by different technology vendors. What companies need
to do is make sure they take a holistic view when architecting their customer engagement hubs.
An estimated 50% of organizations are still thinking of the customer life cycle from an inside-out
perspective – focusing on the idea of selling and service cycles, rather than buying and ownership
cycles.
Changing technology platforms is always easier than changing a company’s culture or people’s minds.
Despite most companies, in particular their CxO’s, are saying that improving customer experience is
their main priority, the transformation is attempted with people that struggle to change their mindset.
The famous quote suits like a glove: “Insanity is doing the same thing over and over again and
expecting different results“.

At Capventis, the company I work for, we re-designed the CX infinity loop, where “Buy” and “Own”
(the customer’s perspective) stand out and are the main focus. Whereas “Market and Sell” or “Support
and Serve” (the company’s perspective) is secondary, recognizing nonetheless its importance and
impact on customer experience.
Customer Analytics is the top technology for CX investment. By 2020, more than 40% of all data
analytics projects will relate to an aspect of customer experience.
Following what we have been saying at Capventis, in this more demanding and ever more
sophisticated digital world, Experience is the driver, but Information is the ingredient.
Information, data, analytics are becoming absolutely crucial for the delivery of great customer
experience, playing a key role in various areas. Some of which are…
•

Measure customer experiences

•

Blend operational (O-data) and experience (X-data) customer data

•

Prioritise improvements on the customer journey

•

Enable real-time personalised interactions

•

Deliver artificial intelligence and allow machine learning

A Shift will have to happen: Data-Driven Systems to Event-Driven Systems.
Companies are data-driven, and still prioritise the preservation of data, which is the source of truth,
and they deliver experiences on the back of the data they’ve collected. Gartner envisions that in the
next few years, companies will have to become event-driven, where the priority is reacting to events.
According to Gartner, the key components of an event-driven system are:
•

Situational Awareness – Event visibility and context over customer journey

•

Customer Intelligence – Event-driven recommendations and CRM capabilities

•

Real-Time Orchestration – Automate, act and achieve customer experience

